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ABSTRACT

Subnanosecond switching speed from an amorphous state with stable crystal precursors to the crystalline state was recently achieved in
amorphous Sc-doped Sb2Te3 (a-SST) phase change materials (PCMs), which is about two orders of magnitude faster than that in the well-
studied Ge2Sb2Te5 and Ge1Sb2Te4 PCMs. However, the phase change mechanism and phase stability of a-SST remain unknown. Here, we
prepared amorphous Sc0.3Sb2Te3 nanocomposites within a minute amount of face-centered-cubic (FCC) type nanograins embedded in the
amorphous matrix. Using in situ high-pressure synchrotron X-ray diffraction, we found that nanograins were frustrated under high pressure
and gradually dissolved into the matrix around 11.0GPa. Beyond 11.0GPa, the a-SST matrix transformed into a uniform high density
metallic like amorphous state with a five orders of magnitude drop in electric resistivity compared to the pristine materials. When further
compressed to 23.97GPa, the high density amorphous (HDA) phase switched into a body-centered-cubic (BCC) high-pressure structure, a
different phase from the ambient pressure crystalline structure. Upon decompression back to ambient pressure, a pure amorphous phase was
sustained. The present study provides additional insight into the phase change mechanism of amorphous nanocomposites.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5131489

Phase-change random access memory (PCRAM) is regarded
as the leading candidate for the next-generation electronic storage
industry.1 The biggest challenge is the development of phase change
material (PCM), which greatly determines the writing speed of
commercialized PCRAM products. A critical characteristic of PCM
for memory applications is its ultrafast, reversible phase transforma-
tion between amorphous and crystalline states, which utilized pro-
nounced electric resistance contrast between two states. Realizing
improved trade-off between crystallization speed (writing) and amor-
phous phase stability (data retention) remains a challenging issue in
PCM. Over the past few decades, amorphous Ge2Sb2Te5 and
Ge1Sb2Te4 (both referred to as GST in this Letter) have received much
attention as the matured PCMs,2–7 but are still limited by the tens of
nanoseconds writing speed due to the stochastic crystal nucleation
during crystallization. Prototypical amorphous Sb2Te3 shows a more
rapid crystallization rate than GST at high temperature but has poor
thermal stability at room temperature.8 Numerous methods have been

proposed to develop more advanced types of PCMs, including the
doping method, preannealing, etc.9–11

Recently, the alloying strategy was projected by doping transition
metals into the Sb2Te3 host compound, which aimed to form geomet-
rically conformable crystal precursors with cubic Sb2Te3 in the
as-synthesized amorphous state. Rao et al. screened Sc as a valid dop-
ant to achieve subnanosecond high-speed cache-memory in amor-
phous Sc0.2Sb2Te3.

1 Similar memory behaviors were further verified in
Sc-doped GST9 and Sc-doped Sb2Te

12 phase change memory alloys.
The ab initio study demonstrated that subnanosecond writing speed
(crystallization) stemmed from reduced stochasticity of nucleation
through geometrically matched and robust Sc-Te square motifs that
stabilized crystal precursors in the amorphous phase. It should be
noted that the chemical environment in amorphous Sc-doped Sb2Te3
(a-SST) can be largely altered by just low-doped Sc.13 The sensitive
response of the structural feature to the chemical composition natu-
rally raised the question about the structural stability of a-SST. Related
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temperature or pressure-driven phase transitions have been widely dis-
cussed in amorphous GST PCM.3,14 The high-pressure technique
has been proved to be an efficient method to tailor the structure and
property of PCM,15 especially for the chalcogenide PCMs that contain
significant amounts of vacancies16,17 that are very sensitive to external
pressure.15,18,19 For example, GST showed diverse phase change
behaviors between amorphous and crystalline states when subjected to
high pressure. With the help of in situ high-pressure X-ray diffraction,
we can probe the fine structural information during the phase transi-
tion process. Phase change behavior in amorphous nanocomposites
under high pressure has so far been scarce, which not only involves
the stability of nanocrystals under high pressure but also the mutual
interaction mechanism between the nanocrystal and the amorphous
matrix. Meanwhile, one may argue whether a pre-existing nanocrystal-
line precursor could facilitate the phase transition under high pressure,
which remains unexplored.

The a-SST samples were prepared by magnetron cosputtering of
pure Sc and Sb2Te3 targets onto a glass substrate at room temperature
in an Ar atmosphere. The film composition was determined by using
an energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS). The composition of a-SST in
this work is determined to be Sc0.3Sb2Te3 (5.6 at. % Sc doping). The
film was scraped off the substrate for X-ray diffraction and Raman
and electric resistance measurements under high pressure. Silicone oil
was used as the pressure transmitting medium. The high-pressure
X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were carried out by using a
diamond anvil cell (DAC) at the 13-IDD station (k ¼ 0.2952 Å),
Advanced Photon Source (APS), Argonne National Laboratory. The
pressure was calibrated using the equation of state of Au and ruby
fluorescence method. The 633nm excitation emerging from the
He-Ne laser was used to record the Raman spectra with an incident
laser power of 3.4 mW and a data collection time of 10 mins. For the
electric resistance measurement, a setup of four-probe measurement
configuration is depicted in the inset in Fig. 4.

To probe the phase stability of a-SST nanocomposites, in situ
high-pressure X-ray diffraction was conducted during the compres-
sion and decompression cycle at room temperature up to�40.89GPa,
as shown in Fig. 1. At 0.78GPa, the XRD pattern shows an amorphous
profile but with several weak diffraction peaks, marked by the black
arrows in Fig. 1(a), which indicates that some small grains exist in the
as-deposited amorphous phase. Meanwhile, as shown by the green
curve at the bottom of Fig. 1(a), the crystalline SST diffraction pattern
with a face-centered-cubic (FCC) structure at 0.82GPa is also plotted
for comparison with a-SST. It is easily identified that the small diffrac-
tion peaks lying in the amorphous phase are derived from the FCC
type nanocrystal phase. Under high pressure, a-SST remained in the
amorphous state up to �21.89GPa. Upon compression, all peaks
shifted to the higher diffraction angle side, which demonstrated grad-
ual volume compression for amorphous and nanocrystalline phases. A
clear change was also reflected in structure factors S(q) as shown in
Fig. S1. When the pressure is further increased to �23.97GPa, an
abrupt crystallization is observed as shown in Fig. 1(b). The XRD pat-
tern can be nicely matched to a body-centered-cubic (BCC) phase, as
shown in Fig. S2. SST remained in the BCC phase up to 40.89GPa,
and upon decompression, BCC transformed back to the amorphous
phase, which can be retained at ambient pressure.

The pair distribution function g(r) provides real-space structural
information that can be deduced from scattering intensities.20 As

shown in Fig. 2(a), r1, r2, r3, and r4 peaks correspond to distances of
different coordination shells, respectively. At the initial pressure, the r1
and r2 peaks are distinctly separated. With increasing pressure, the r2
peak gradually became weak and turned into a shoulder of the r1 peak
at about 11.93GPa, which implied the atomic rearrangement in a local
structure. The systematic ab initio study of the relevant parent com-
pounds Sc2Te3 and Sb2Te3 has been performed in Ref. 13. With regard
to the g(r) calculated based on the ab initio molecular dynamics
(AIMD) trajectories, the r1 peaks for Sb-Te, Sc-Te, and Sb-Sb bonds
are located around 2.93 Å and the r2 peaks for Sb-Sb, Te-Te, and
Sb-Te are found at 4.14 Å. Strong second-nearest-neighbor Te-Te, Sb-
Sb interactions play an important role in the connection of octahedral
or defective octahedral units, which results in the formation of a cova-
lent network.21 This interaction can even determine the long-range
order of the metastable cubic phase of GST.18 With increasing pres-
sure, the r2 peak gradually shifts to the left, which showed that atomic
correlation at distance r2 was weaken, and the r1 peak became highly
asymmetric. At 0.78GPa, the majority of Sc and Sb atoms are sixfold
and fourfold coordinated.13 The r1 peak is mainly derived from the
Sb-Te and Sb-Sb bonds and a small amount of Sc-Te bonds due to the
low doping of Sc. It is well known that the coordination number (CN)
can directly reflect the number of atoms around a central atom. CN of
a-SST is shown in Fig. 2(b), which is obtained by multiplying the half-
integral of the first shell of the radial distribution function (RDF) curve
by two. It can be found that at initial pressure, CN of a-SST is around
5.1, i.e., the average of six-coordinated Sc and four-coordinated Sb.
When the volume is compressed, the r2 peak gradually shifts to the left
and merges into the r1 peak. The materials transformed from low
density amorphous (LDA) to high density amorphous (HDA). The
correlations of the Te-Te bond and Sb-Sb bond around 4 Å are weak-
ened, and the correlations around 3 Å are increased, causing Sc and Sb
atoms to reach a higher coordination state. Finally, CN reached 7.5 at
about 11.0GPa. After 11.0GPa, CN roughly remained at 7.5 that has

FIG. 1. In situ XRD spectra of the a-SST sample under hydrostatic pressure. Note
the gradual disappearance of nanocrystals up to 11.93 GPa (a) and from amor-
phous to BCC-SST at �23.97 GPa (b), upon subsequent decompression, the high
pressure BCC phase stays (c) until it returns to the amorphous state at �11.08
GPa, and this amorphous phase can be retained to ambient pressure (d).
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been very close to the eight-coordinated high-pressure BCC structure.
Therefore, upon further compression, the HDA abruptly transforms
into a BCC phase.

The detailed evolutions of the position of peaks in g(r) are shown
in Fig. 3. As the volume is compressed, the distance between atoms nor-
mally decreases, as shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). The positions of the r2,
r3, and r4 peaks shift toward a smaller r value with increasing pressure,
whereas the position of r1, which is related to the bond length in the
nearest interatomic distance, does not shorten but shows a small expan-
sion in spite of volume contraction as indicated in Fig. 3(a). The bond
length expands up to 11GPa, saturates, and then shortens after 11GPa.
This abnormal bond expansion-contraction behavior was attributed to
pressure-induced suppression of the Peierls distortion22,23 as found in
liquid GeX (X¼ S, Se and Te). It is caused by the alternate strong Sb-Te
bond and weak Sb-Sb bond in a-SST. The ensemble of features indicated
a possible amorphous-amorphous transition in a-SST at high pressure.

Phase change memory mainly utilizes the distinct resistance dif-
ference between amorphous and crystalline states. To understand the

phase-change mechanism of a-SST, we performed high-pressure
resistance measurements. As depicted in Fig. 4, the room temperature
resistance of a-SST drops sharply by more than five orders of magni-
tude from the initial pressure to 11.0GPa, which corresponds to a
potential pressure-induced amorphous-amorphous transition, as also
indicated in the XRD patterns. Finally, the resistance decreases slowly
and remains roughly constant. This behavior is in accordance with the
pressure-induced phase change in amorphous GST.6,7 Finally, upon
decompression, the resistance returns to the initial value. This distinct
physical property originated from different bonding mechanisms in
amorphous and crystalline phases. The principle of Raman effect is
based on the inelastic light-scattering process between incident photons
and the phonons in materials,24 which enables probing of local vibra-
tional modes of SST and therefore offers an effective method for moni-
toring the evolution of atomic structures during pressure-induced
phase transition. Raman spectra of a-SST under high pressure were
measured as shown in Fig. S3, which shows a similar phase transition
sequence to the structure and electrical resistance measurements. Upon

FIG. 2. (a) Evolution of the pair distribution function g(r) as a function of pressure.
(b) The coordination number of a-SST with applied pressure.

FIG. 3. (a) and (b) The pressure dependence for the position of the first, the sec-
ond, the third, and the fourth peaks in g(r).
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decompression, the Raman character reappeared. The combined XRD,
Raman, and resistance measurements indicated that a pressure-
induced transition between LDA semiconducting and HDA metallic
forms of a-SST occurred at P� 11GPa.

It should be noted that LDA-HDA transition of the amorphous
matrix and disappearance of nanocrystals are concomitant from the
initial pressure to 11GPa. Bulk FCC-SST has an even richer atomic
vacancy (1/6) than GST (1/10), which is prone to disordering under
high pressure1,18 by the displacement of Te atoms filling the neighbor-
ing vacancies.25 Therefore, when subjected to high pressure, FCC type
nanocrystals will gradually destabilize to form the amorphous phase
and further dissolve into the amorphous matrix. The mismatch of
compressibility between the amorphous matrix and the nanocrystal
gives rise to nonuniform strain distribution at the interface, which, in
return, promotes the disappearance of nanocrystals. This case is in
accord with the GST system in which c-GST has a higher bulk modu-
lus than a-GST at low pressure.25 As a consequence of the evolution of
nanocrystals, the amorphous matrix showed an abnormally increased
full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) before 11GPa, as shown in Fig.
S4, which implied the formation of a more disordered amorphous
phase. This is in contrast to normal pressure-induced ordering in pure
a-GST.3 During the practical phase change process, stress is ubiquitous
at the phase interface due to the volume difference between crystalline
and amorphous phases.26 Therefore, our work provides additional
insight into the structural evolution of PCM.

In summary, a-SST shows a highly similar structural evolution
behavior to a-GST under high pressure. We have observed that the as-
deposited a-SST has pre-existing nanocrystals that can be nicely
indexed to the FCC type crystal by the Bragg equation. As the pressure
increases, nanocrystals do not directly facilitate the formation of a
high-pressure BCC phase, but disappear around 11.0GPa, where the
original a-SST transforms to a more disordered amorphous phase.
Then, HDA crystallizes into a BCC structure phase at about 23.0GPa.
BCC-SST is retained during the unloading process until 11.0GPa,

before it transforms back to the amorphous state. The large hysteresis
loop suggests pronounced kinetic constraints on the phase change
under pressure.

See the supplementary material for structure factors S(q) of a-
SST in the pressure range of 0–21.89GPa before crystallization (Fig.
S1), Rietveld refinement of the BCC-SST at 23.97GPa at the first crys-
talline pressure point (Fig. S2), Raman spectra of a-SST in compres-
sion and decompression cycles (Fig. S3), evolution of full-width at
half-maximum (FWHM) of the first peak in a-SST XRD in the pres-
sure range of 0–21.89GPa (Fig. S4), and the analysis procedure of the
amorphous diffraction data.
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